The comparison between classical magnetisation measurements and hyperfine interaction experiments (NMR, NO) in dilute alloys is complicated by several factors. Even in systems like CuMn or CuCr [I] , where the magnetism is solely >ue to spFeffects, it is necessary to carry out the experiments at approximately the same temperature since the exact temperature dependence of the impurity magnetisation ml(H, T) is unknown for T < T,, (spin-fluctuation or Kondo temperature) [2] . However, practical considerations restrict the temperature ranges of the various methods so that this condition can only be fulfilled when T,, is large, so that both the magnetisation and hyperfine ~neasurements can be considered to be in the low temperature limit :
Furthermore, the use of impurity N M R is restricted to cases with high T,, because otherwise the nuclear relaxation times T,, T, become too fast [3] , [4] (").
The dilute alloy system AuCo provides ;I nearly unique case for such a comparison, since T,, is large, while the Knight shift K = (H,,, -H)/I H I is also sufficiently large to permit accurate N O measurements [5] , [8] . Thus a combination of NO, N M R and susceptibility measurements is possible. As has been pointed out [6] , orbital effects rnay play a significant role in K, so the separation of spin and orbital contributions is important. This cannot be done with the susceptibility measurements alone, since they y~eld
in fact, be feasible even in systems with low T.I.. a single quantity x(H, T). However, combination of K and [8] , [9] o r of K and T I [7] , allows the separation (if spin and orbital effects are assumed to act independently). The Knight shift is then given by :
where the R's are the proportionality constants between the local atomic moments and the resulting hyperfine fields. Since R,,, > 0 and R,,;,, < 0, a measurement of the sign of H,,, is essential to an interpretation of experimental results [S] . 111 the case of AuCo, an analysis assuming only spin moments leadsto an erroneous result (see [8] ). The values for h. determined from the two hyperfine methods S~O M excellent agreement :
indicating proportionality of the individual contributions to the hyperfine field to the spin and orbital moments. A measurement of the sign of H,,, can be made by observing /)-particle symmetries from oriented nuclei [8] or by using a polarized rf field i n N M R [7] .
The quantities K, T, (and T2) can thus be obtained from N M R subject to the limitation T < T,, alread!.
mentioned. Nuclear orientation. by contrast, i \ applicable also when T > Ts, (e. g. AuMn, RoseGorter alignment case [lo] ). ~u r t l~e r m o r e ; even when K is too snlall to be determined nccuratcly by NO. T , can still be measured by the pitlsed-heating methoti (see [I] , ref.
[20]). Also, in the case of strongly interacting groups of atoms (e. g. the m;~gnetic triplet\ in -AuCo). - the N M R signal is rcmovcd by the wipe-out effect [7] , while NO can still be used to determine the sign and magnitude of H,,, [I I] . Magnetisation measurements in all parts of tlie temperature range suffer from tlie difficulty of separating m, from interaction effects. When T < T,,, the single impurity signal is small so that higher concentrations must be used and n l , deduced by an analysis of concentration effects [9] , [12] . In the case T 2 T,,, interaction effects dominate the measurement, which must then be made at higher temperatures and then extrapolated to find the low temperature limit, a process which is hampered by lack of a theoretical temperature dependence function [13] , [14] .
In summary, the NO method has two advantages : the ability to work in the extreine dilution limit where interaction effects are unimportant, and the possibility of making measurements in all parts of the temperature range relative to T,,. In the cases where a detailed comparison has been possible (AuCo [8] , PtCo [12] , [15]), a proportionality of H,,, andrn, has b& found.
